5 Extra Home Learning Challenges
Try and do one of these activities each day. Please email nursery@elp.rbksch.org We love to
see your photos and we will reply with what Kind Kitten has been up to

Challenge 1 Moving like a minibeast
See if you can move like the following mini
•
•

flutter like a butterfly
march like an ant

•

slide like a snail

•

crawl/wriggle like a caterpillar

•
•
•

buzz/dance like a bee
spin like a spider
scuttle like a woodlouse

•

zig zag like a millipede

•

zoom like a fly

•

roll like a beetle

•

slither like a slug

Challenge 2
Nectar Relay Race
Fill a bucket with some yellow coloured water (nectar) if you can.
Put it at one end of the garden or outdoor space.
At the other end have an ice cube try or egg carton
(hive).
You have to run to the bucket fill up a container with
nectar and race back to your hive.
You can have a race on your own or with someone else and
see how much you can collect in 1/2/5 minutes.

beasts

Challenge 3 Make a circle shape book

You will need to cut out different sized circles and have pens,
paper and glue ready.
How to Play
Talk about different things that are circle shaped such as a
ladybird, clock, snowman or pizza. Ask your child to choose a
circle and decide what to make it into. Then make all the ideas
into a book

Challenge 4 Phonics Play Syllable Clap
Start the activity by showing the child an object/picture, e.g. dol-ly and then claps out the
number of syllables. The adult then shows the child another object, e.g. ted-dy and asks the
child to clap the syllables in the object word. A good place to start is with two syllable
words. This is because children often find it more difficult to recognise single syllable words.
Gradually increase the number of syllables in words to a maximum of 4, i.e. ‘he-li-cop-ter’

Challenge 5 Fingerprint initial letter or name
Write your child’s first initial of their name or their whole name
in pencil.
Let them make finger prints over the pencil.

